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Abstract: The conditions and factors of competition behavior formation for market entities of retail
intermediators have been researched in this article. An astute analysis of competitive strategies specificity in
retail trade has been carried out and a task of competition behaviour vector study has been singled out for the
purposes of the futher forecasting of the parameters and conditions of market competitive conditions. On the
basis of a hierarchy analysis method with the use of principles of semistructured tasks study the author
processed possible research scenarios of competition behavior formation.  Based on the results of estimations
of the expert judgements there was formed a step-by-step election procedure of competition behaviour strategy
among possible variants, the conditions of corresponding decisions making were singled out taking into
account character of interaction of the participants of competitive struggle.
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INTRODUCTION native market as at present as well as in perspective. In

The present stage of Ukrainian economic depends upon achievement of competitiveness and
development is characterized by instability of external competitive advantages realisation which provide its
environment, increased competition between entities of stable market position.
business relations, reduction of products and services The papers of such researchers as Azoiev H.L. [1],
cycle that has effect on functioning efficiency of retail Ivanov Yu.B. [2], Porter M. [3], Taranukha Yu.V. [4],
trade enterprises. Present development of retail trade in Yudanov A.Yu and others were devoted to the issues of
Ukraine is characterised by a high growth retardation of enterprise competitiveness and development of strategical
2004-2008 that can be easily explained by enhancement of directions of its provision. Research papers of Voronkova
crisis processes in economy at the level of branches and A. Ye. [5], Jenster Per V. Hussey D. [6], Svetunkov S.H. [7]
markets. Rates of growth in incomes are slowing and and Shubin A.A. [8] was devoted to development of
separate market segments are characterised by significant formation mechanisms and estimation methods of
competitive pressure increasing actual continuity of the competitiveness of systems, organisations and products.
estimation methods and models of a cyclic nature of a Simultaneously it should be noted that the separate
development process of commercial intermediaries market. theoretical aspects of competition behavior management
Within the period of 2005-2009 distributive services took of trade enterprises on a dynamic basis and methodical
one of the leading places in the national economy that tool of its estimation have not been worked out deeply
stipulates an important role which it plays in the national enough and require further development.
economic complex having become a structure-forming Separation of earlier unsettled parts of the shared
sector of economy in many cities and regions. problem. In spite of variety of the approaches to

Within recent years the competence increased that competition research it is safe to state absence of the
was generated by internal factors of trade development as unified methodological platforms of study of competitive
well as by active entrance of foreing companies into the relations development vector taking into account

these conditions, success of business entities directly
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specificity of separate branches. This in its turn and at presence of two rivals at the market. At the same
complicates adaptation of estimation methods and time it can be enough polite, if there are ten rivals, for
approaches of competitiveness of an enterprise to the example.
conditions of separate markets functioning. Forces equality of retailers and organizations-

It is difficult to deny the specificity of competition at competitors reduces a level of competition and vice versa
commercial intermediaries market, its multilayer factorial presence of strong and weak ones at the market activates
structure and substantial dynamics in comparison with competitive struggle. Growth rate of the branch for
competition of industrial enterprises. At that within the retailers and organizations does not determine a level of
framework of the existing axiomatic core of the competitive competition as well, because it is individual for every
theory there is no research methodology of market entities market or service territory of an enterprise. If simultaneous
competition behaviour. And all the while this particular presence of intraspecific and interspecific competition
competition behaviour and structure of competitive between retailers and organizations at the market is meant
relations and actions involve changes in competitive by different kinds of competitors than it should be noted
positions of participants. The last one, in its turn, that a level of competition is substantially increased in a
conditions competition dynamics, its vectorial and cyclic market situation, for which only intraspecific competition
nature, possibility to approve strategical decisions on the is typical. In other words growth of intensity of
grounds of the results of competition diagnostics in the competition is mentioned by us first of all for the
branch. unspecialized enterprises of network format of trade,

In order to fill a void in the theory and practice of where the similar methods of consumers highlighting are
competitive analysis, let’s set a study task of factors and noticeable clearly.
characteristics having influence on scenarios of market Such factors as a significant level of constant costs,
entities behaviour of retail intermediaries in competitive qualitative jump in powers, greater strategical importance,
struggle. The purpose of our research – to develop hight barriers to entry are not directly relevant.
methodological approaches of the diagnostics of Consequently analyzing the factors which determine
competition behaviour of the entities of retail a  level  of  competition  in retail trade we can agree with
intermediaries market using the principles of study of M. Porter only on two criteria - slow market growth and
weekly structured tasks on the basis of the hierarchy absence of differentia between retailers and organisations.
analysis method (HAM). At the same time these factors do not characterise a whole

System of the factors forming a competition set of cause-and-effect conditions determining a level of
behaviour vector at the market. Retailers and competitive struggle in retail trade and is not determinant
organisations function in the environment of similar ones. one.
This environment is distinguished by complexity and Peculiarly we are obliged to characterise competition
dynamism, severe competitive struggle. Therefore the itself for retailers at another angle, in other words we are
results of competition diagnostics for retailers and interested not in format of competitive struggle, methods
organizations on dynamic basis in a great deal determine of competitive relations organisation, but parameters and
in their successful activity at the market. Analysing the assumptions of strategical decisions making including
forces of competition, M. Porter singles out the following competitive ones. When study of competition nature,
factors which determine a level of competition between even guided by criteria of dynamic approach then the
the companies acting at the market: a great number of researches of such kind will show a situation of change of
competitors or approximate equality of their forces; slow the competitive dynamics vector. Information of such kind
growth of branch; considerable level of constant costs; is more useful for state regulatory authorities of consumer
undifferentiation; a quantitative jump in powers; various market development processes and antitrust regulation
competitors; greater strategic significance; high barriers authorities. Though for competition participants
to entry  [3, p. 22]. themselves - retail market entities - another one is

Let’s consider these factors in relation to intensity of important on principle.
competitive struggle in retail trade. A great number of Required control of formation processes and
retailers and organizations-competitors at the market can maintenance of competitive advantages using results of
not inspire a high level of competition by themselves. parameter diagnostics and estimations of dynamic and
Competitive struggle can be executed in the hardest forms cyclic  fluctuations  of  conjunctural  influence. Thus, for
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Fig. 1: Factors having influence on competition often has a decisive influence on a level of competition.
behaviour of retail trade entities (an author's Though it is not always consistent and severe. As a result
approach) behavior of subjects of such difficult purposeful system,

solution of the distinguished problem it is suggested to intermediaries market turns out weakly predictable.
diagnose characteristics of competition behavior of Undoubtedly, all listed criteria which determine a
market entities and to form an analytical tool of factors format and conditions of competition behavior in retail
study adequate to the terms and dynamics of competitive trade are interdependent and reciprocal, that stipulates
struggle. In a definite way these factors form and presence of synergetic effect from their cooperation. The
influence over accepted competition decisions of separate situation becomes more difficult due to the fact that the
subjects in various degrees. In this sense a sufficiently level of competitive struggle in retail trade has dynamics,
significant base is provided for concrete administrative because value of the criteria forming it and their
procedures and strategies and approval of strategic correlations are not constant in time. This index is
decisions in this case is possible with a minimum risk for differentiated and depends on the market of the carried
market operators and it is easy to increase risk tolerance out researches. Behavioral complexity of retailers and
and adaptivity of business structure in general. organizations in competitive struggle presents with a

We are of the opinion that the competition behaviour serious empiric problem for the sectoral science. The
in retail trade is determined by significance and interaction situation becomes more complex due to the fact that the
of such competition factors as a kind, form and type of theoretical problem of the analysis of competitive
competitive relations, conditions of dominance and relations of enterprises and organizations in our country
characteristics of competitive environment the content of was practically not investigated.
which was considered in the work [9, p. 245-252]. This In this regard for the analysis of a level of competitive
can be diagrammatized in such a way (Fig. 1). struggle in retail trade the methodology that allows to act

In fact the level of competitive struggle in retail trade successfully in the terms of weakly structured problems
undoubtedly depends upon which kind of competition is required. This methodology should provide
prevails at the market under research - intraspecific and synthesizing of the influence of criteria which have
interspecific, is this competition direct or indirect. Market qualitatively different values. Methodology which could
situation which in our case is considered through the take into account new properties received as a result of
parameters of an enterprise dominance in certain synergetic effect from interaction of this criteria. At that
conditions of trade outlets location also has influence on account must be taken that solution of such complex
the adaptation vector of competitive decisions. For problem as determination and diagnostics of
example, the competitive struggle on the part of characteristics of competitive behaviour in retail trade can
hypermarkets is practically absent in a local competitive not be executed successfully by means of identification of
environment of specialized shops and shops of in house its separate components and elements, their determination
format. and aggregation of the received results because in this

In addition to that it should be noted that in such case the occurence of situation of Arrow’s paradox  type
difficult social and economic systems as an aggregate of is possible [10, p. 128].
retailers and organisations at the concrete markets a level Considering this and for research of the
of competitive struggle is considerably determined by a characteristics of competition behaviour we used the
human factor which in general case finds its expression in hierarchy analysis method (HAM) [11, p. 44]. Axiomatics
the types of competitive relations (network, assortment, of HAM includes paired comparisons, development of a
image and competition) and concrete parameters of scale for transformation of judgements numerically, use of

competitive environment (a subject of the developed
competitive environment, a subject of concentrated state,
a subject of a critical level of monopolism).

Structural analysis of competition behaviour factors
by hierarchy analysis method. A level of competitive
struggle in retail trade can not be researched without
considering rivals behaviour. Competition behaviour

as totality of enterprises and organizations of retail
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Fig. 2: Hierarchy of factors influence on competition behaviour strategy in retail trade (author's systematization) 

antisymmetric relations, homogeneous clusterization of Passive Type of Competition Behaviour: The elements of
hierarchical levels, hierarchical composition of a problem. interspecific competition prevail. There are few specialized
On the basis of these axioms a few theorems were proved, shops of this profile. A direct form of competition is not
as a result of which HAM is a mathematically sound typical for the market. The basic volume of goods sales is
apparatus for determination of scales of relations in accounted for the shops of residential areas.
complex multi-criterial problems. In this connection we are Characteristic assortment type of competition. Retailers
of the opinion that HAM is the most acceptable approach and organisations are generally geared to qualitative
of the systems for research of competition behavior of the customer service. In general a market situation can be
subjects in retail trade. Using this approach, methodology characterized as an oligopoly with expressed monopoly
of determination of competition behavior type in a retail elements of a market structure at the level of service
trade must include the following stages: a 1) Hierarchy territories of shops. Competitive environment is
construction; 2) Concession of criteria priorities; 3) characterized as monopoly one. Retailers and
Determination of local priorities coordination; 4) organisations carrying out active competitive actions are
Hierarchical synthesis realizations. practically absent in the market.

Hierarchical composition of the problem is built in this
way. The weights of elements are determined at first level Adaptive Type of Competition Behaviour: There are
of hierarchy. For each of these elements the matrix of elements of intraspecific as well as interspecific
vectors-columns of elements being in the next level of competition in the market. There is no special struggle
hierarchy is  built.  The  weight vectors of elements of between shops of local significance and residential area.
this level are used for weighing of own vectors-columns. A type of competition varies between assortments and
A general weight vector of the elements of a lower level is network. The rivals keep a sharp lookout for the action of
calculated by multiplying out the matrix of vectors by a each other, though there are few active competitive
weight column-vector. actions. A type of market situation is close to dominance,

Taking into account the relevant criteria suggested by market behaviour is heterogeneous. Concentration in
us the hierarchical view of characteristics of competition competitive environment takes place though it is not
behaviour at the regional or local market and in service determinant for the market.
territories of retailers is shown in Fig. 2.

For characteristics determination in retail trade at the Active Type of Competitive Behavior: The elements of
regional or local market we have developed three intraspecific  competition  prevail.  There  are  a  lot of
research scenarios: one-field      specialized    shops    fitted    with    advanced
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Table 1: Generalized priorities of the research scenarios of competition behaviour of the participants of retail intermediaries market 
Interspecific Assortment Effective

Scenarios of competition competition Network Dominance competitive Evaluation
competition (in form) (by type) (by type) at the market environment vector
behaviour 0,114 0,261 0,202 0,244 0,179
Passive behaviour 0,731 0,616 0,731 0,068 0,731 0,539
Adaptive behaviour 0,188 0,265 0,223 0,223 0,223 0,230
Active behaviour 0,081 0,068 0,068 0,731 0,068 0,231

technological equipment in the market. Direct form of Determination of a type, kind and form of competition
competition is typical. Type of competition – network with which are peculiar for the market under research most
the elements of image. Competitive environment is formed of all ;
by the subjects with presence of a great number of strong It is defined which degree of dominance in
rivals and non-numerical weak competitive environment. competition and type of competitive environment in

Let’s consider the content of the proposed terms of efficiency of competition is typical for the
methodology of competition struggle determination in intermediaries market;
retail trade by the example of the activity of retailers of Determination of generalized priorities of the
Donetsk region. The most important secondary factors secondary factors of competition in the market;
determining the level of competition for the market under
research became the following factors: interspecific Realisation of this task by a represented algorithm
competition - 0,094; assortment competition – 0,216; enabled to clarify perspectives of competitive actions in
network competition – 0,168; dominance – 0,203; effective competitive struggle.
competitive environment – 0,149. Normalizing their
weights the following is gotten : 0,114; 0,261;0,202; 0,244; CONCLUSIONS
0,179.

The following stage of the research is construction of We are of the opinion that characteristics and
dominance  matrixes  in relation to each of these factors of parameters of competition behaviour at trade
three research scenarios of competition behaviour. It is intermediaries market between retailers and organizations
defined which research scenario corresponds to a factor are determined by significance and interaction of such
of interspecific competition, assortment competition, factors of competition as a kind, form and type of
conditions of dominance and etc in a greater degree. The competitive relations, terms of dominance and competitive
generalized priorities of the research scenarios are environment.
determined at the final stage (Table 1). This, in its turn, admits presence of synergetic effect

Consequently after study of characteristics, factors from their interaction. The situation is complicated by the
and parameters of competition behaviour we came to fact that the nature of competition behaviour in retail trade
conclusion that the form of competition behaviour at the has dynamics because factor value, its determinants and
market under investigation in this case corresponds to the their correlation are not constant in time. This, in its turn,
scenario of passive competition behaviour at most. The directly coordinates the categories in competition –
strategy of competition behaviour in a service territory of competition behaviour  – competitive position –
retailers is determined by an analogous method. competitive dynamics  chain and requires cardinal

Completion: The specialists of a retail organization are competitiveness estimation methods. Taking this into
entrusted with a task of determination of the account we have developed the methodology of
variant/strategy of competition behaviour at this local diagnostics of competition behaviour of enterprises in
market. The hierarchy of influence on a level of retail trade which is based on a systemic approach of the
competition and research scenarios proposed by us were hierarchy analysis method (HAM). The suggested
used for achievement of this objective. approach is based on construction of hierarchic

structurization of competition behaviour at the market
The influence of the primary factors of competition taking into account the relative criteria proposed by us;
on a level of competitive struggle at the market is stipulated  research  scenarios  in  relation  to   regional
determined; and  local markets, service territories of retail enterprises,

reconsideration of network and local operators
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enterprises, disclosure of priorities of competition factors, 6. Jenster Per, V. and D. Hussey, 2001. Company
their coordination and hierarchic synthesis of the Analysis: Determining Strategic Capability. Wiley &
obtained data. Sons Australia, Limited, John, pp: 284.

Obtained data as for the nature of competition 7. Svetunkov, S.G., V.N. Kindeeva and Ya. Yu.
behaviour and the level of competitive struggle should be Salikhova, 2006. Segmental approach and
taken into account by retailers and organisations during reorientation of the competitive theory, Saint-
development of rational competitive strategies for the Petersburg State University of Economics and
purpose of achievement and preservation of high Finance, pp: 159.
competitiveness. 8. Shubin, A.A. and N.I. Morozova, 2009. Adaptive

The following research trend is the use of a approach to the study of market entities interaction
suggested approach for competitive dynamics control of nature. Mechanism of Regulation of the Economy,
retail trade with the use of the synthesis of fractals 3(42): 82-91. 
geometry and generation of hour rows that will admit to 9. Kenneth J. Arrow, 1982. Risk Perception in
educe cyclicity, stability of a competition vector in retail Psychology and  Economics.  Economic Inquiry,
trade. 20(1): 1-9.
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